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Buoyant conditions and ☜What makes a Boring company?☝

As the reporting season gets underway, it is clear from

the results already declared that the UK 808 sector has

continued to enjoy buoyant trading conditions. Revenues

have increased by 20% - once the effect of acquisitions

(and disposals) has been removed. This is in line with the

22% increase recorded for 1996 as a whole.

At the headline level, a 55% increase in PBT seems

exceptional. Indeed, it is the exceptions which have made

all the difference.

Micro Focus swung from a loss of £9.5m to PBT of £5.2m

in the six months to stst Jul. 97, Eidos from a loss of

JBA = business systems products

Sage = financial accounting products for small businesses

etc.
We undertake many interviews with companies who spend

the first hour trying to describe their myriad business

activities. Try describing Sanderson or the activities of

Misys in the early 19905 in a single sentence? But it

seems much easier to describe Boring companies!

3) "Only expand geographically in your own market

sector". ☜OK, we have proved we can run an outsourcing

company in the UK which

. unprecedented 18 profit

3'2; totprofits Iof £7.52, and proves we can run a banking

.0 1997 sofar--- ?:"☁☝2☂:,☁;§2"☜俉☂☜°é☂l fn☝£☁ . ny .
amazrng what an effect companies only take the UK
these recoveries have on tried♥and♥rested recipe

the averages. Strip them out abroad.

and profits growth reduces
to 22% - i.e. about the same

as revenue growth.

Still sounds great.....except

that profits growth has

substantially outstripped

revenue growth in every
yearthis decade. Until now.

Our Page One review last
month listed the

warnings issued in the last

few months. In turn, that
article produced an

unprecedented response
from our readers.

The theme which ran through all the letters/emails was

that management was the key. Exchange rates, skill

shortages, markets, products, boom or bust, of course,

had an influence but good management overcame these

"minor" obstacles. y

We were equally amazed at how many of you asked

"What really makes a Boring company?☝

There are now only five current holders - Admiral,

  
    

4) Strong management.

Word association test...

Admiral = Brendish
Capita = Aldridge

JBA = Vickery

Triad = Fulton
Sage = Goldman.

The real point. however, is

that although these founders
were crucial to the business

in the early days, they all

built up strong management
teams. Indeed, Messrs.
Brendish, Fulton, Goldman

have all, in one way or

another, reduced their involvement in their companies

with no in effect.
4) Acquisitions. We had been highly critical of the effect
acquisitions can have on earnings and have often cited

the organic growth at Admiral as an argument

againstgrowth by acquisition. However, Capita and

Sage, in particular. have adopted highly successful

acquisition strategies. The trick seems to be to use

acquisitions to extend existing activities into new

Includes Ill "lull! to! quot-d

scar Conpanlll Innouneod to am
to: puloll (full or Inllrlm) Inding In Mr

Capita, JBA, Trlad and 5899- Ten Years 0' noareas-whereas acquisitions whichtakecompanies
reversals and EPS growth of >20% p.a. A tough act.

80 are there any common characteristics?We can identify

several.

1) "Stick to the knitting☝. How many times have we

repeated this axiom from ☜In Search of Excellence☝.

Everyone of the Boring companies has been a slave to

this, the most important principle.

2) Strong Brand Identification.

Capita = public sector outsourcing
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h☁ ☁4 into new activities AND new areas often fail.

As we have said before, Boring does not mean unexciting

rewards for shareholders. On average our five Boring
Award winners have seen their share price rise 13-fold
since 1989 with Sage (up 26-fold) and Capita (up 23-fold)

leading the way.
And don☂t think that you☂ve missed the boat - JBA (up

60%) and Capita (up 65%) are amongst the leading share

price rises so far in 1997.
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o☁x'rord Molecular-é develops design: software for} the
pharmaceuticalindustry and is therefore. like Proteus; at
the vergejOl ourdetinition of a Scat-companygoxrord
havej☁the long'term strategic objective of becomingfthe'
world's number Onejer'ig jdi☁scovenr services comp '
Interim results for the six months to :30th .Jun. 97 V
revenue up 42% to £6.2m with lossesreduce☁dfrcm
£950K to £67.7K. And this is after spending £2.2m on.
;R&D (all expensed we are pleased to report andup nearly
21m over the Same period last year). They finished the

1 half yearwith nearly 221 mcas☁sh in bank alter the May 97
rights issue'at 360p. V _ ~_ " i 1'3
CEO Tony Marchington said ☜These results. have

 

improvement in financial performance☝, . V. 3 V g .
Oxford also announced an agreement. 'withstahlup☁
company Cambridge Combinatorialto suhScrib'ef 52m
in cash and the right (but no obligation) to acquire'78%
of CC equity. Oxford already hold'20%☁ of the shares.
The maximum exercise price totals £23.4m, .C'C
specialises in the design and production of chemical
structures for the drug discovery industryj it"s'jall a bit
beyond us really but if successful, the reWards apparently
couidbehug☁e. , ,. j v
Oxford was a new issue. in1994 at sopvand have"
performed excellently since. Still does it really justify the
presentshare price of 295p and valuation ot☁£209m? Only

Ktime will tell. . ' - ☂

ECsoft group - strong results
UK NASDAQer ECsott ("an independent European IT
services company that specializes in industrial strength
solutions" ♥ clearly their description not ours!) has
produced excellent 0297 results following on from the
equally good Q1 figures. Forthe six months to 30th June

97, revenue increased 38% to $34.9m with net income
up from $640K to $1.8m. EPS doubled. They now employ

575 people - up 42% on the same period last year. "These

strong results demonstrate ECsoft☂s ability to survive in
the dynamic markets of Northern Europe" according to
President and CEO Terje Laugerud. And these results
were achieved despite adverse currency exchange rates
- particularly Nordic currency against the US$.

ECsoft completed an IPO in Dec. 96 at $1 0 but the shares

fell sharply soon afterto a low of $8. These interim results
were ☜above analysts☂ top end forecasts☝and pushed the
share price to $15.75 at the end otAug. 97. But we STILL

think they would have been better off with a London float.

The outlook looks equally good with the ☜order backlog
currently 69% higher in $ terms than last year".

Yet another profits warning
Intelligent Environments (software to help customers
build Internet/Intranet applications) has joined the ever
growing list of companies that have issued profit warnings
(see last month's issue). The statement warned that 'i'ndiwdual

deal sizes have been lower than expected". Revenues of
£2.1 m are now expected for the six months to the end of
June 97. No profit projection was forthcoming but the
company made a loss of £1.4m on revenue ct £3.5m in
FY96,

Launched on AIM in June 96 at 94p, the shares ended
Aug. on 38p - that's a discount of 60% to the issue price.       

surpassed☁our eXpectations andcontinu☁e'the consistent-

 

J

KOxford Molecular,-._☜surpasses☂expectations☝ Fraser Williams Group doubles PBT
We have included old established Fraser Williams in our
Holway Report for very many years, but as far as we can
see have never mentioned them in System House. Let☂s
now rectify that.

Fraser Williams provide a full range of people based
services from software products and implementation - for
a wide range of platforms - to consultancy. Chairman,
CEO and substantial shareholder Tom McCaffeny this
month sent us the 1997 accounts lorthe year ending 31 st
March. Revenue rose 26% to £26m with PBT more than

doubled at £1.5m - a 5.7% margin - the highest foryears.
UK revenue at £17.3m represents 67% of the total but
was up by only 10% - less than the average forthe sector.
But European revenue increased 181% to £5.4m.
Software licences still accounts for nearly £21 m of total

sales with the remainder split fairly equally between
equipment, third party licences and FM.

In 1994 we were told by Tom McCafferty that "a float was
at least two years away☝ and certainly until these latest

figures were produced even this seemed optimistic.
Perhaps now a float is being considered again but our
hunch is that a trade sale is more likely. The motives of

any Chairman sending their results to us at System House
so soon are usually quite obvious!

(Diagonal exeau☁en in ' ☁
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swam, PBT'incrjeased amat-
increasi " ;§As;these figures tak V; _,
exceptional otation costs of £348K; (have.

 

  

servicesj 'is' gro ☝ 'ng trQthV' ☂ he
stands atvreoordle : "Is and Golf "V3 :
half of, thei'year .V ith confidence
confidence'shouid prove i i
say that ☜the Shortagear' jexpetne
has been an"interesting Challenge?

   

  

Since thelshalt yearen
I Sequelogic' (specialist t;
to☁ Oraclec'onttact staffl'f , .
Resource (contr☁actandpe☁nn Ynent. . . vLeeds) for £22min'sharesiSequelogic'hadrevénues or
£6mandConos☁i255rnL.☜ 3 ' 1
Diagonal floated in Mar; 972a: 275p☁but the Shafef' have.
not performed as well as some of the other newtssue's' ☁although they have aivirays been above the issue MW
Howaver the market reacted Well to the'infe ms and the!

  

endedthe☁momh up10%v_at,3679.23j : » v. 1:
An easy way to lose money with Easyne'
UK Internet service provider (ISP) Easy"tat has PTOVEd
once again how easy it is to lose money 0☝ the "name☁-
Despite increasing revenue in the six months to 30th Jun.
by 294% to £2,5m, losses went up from £242K t0 £668K.
At least. they still have £1.8m cash left to keep them afloat.
But, as we have said before, the chances of survival for
small independent ISPs is pretty low.
The shares ended August unchanged on the month at
70p, and are sun at a discount of 30% to the Feb. 96 AIM
Issue price of 100p.
Watch this space_  September 1997



"Millennium ☜bomb☝ lifts Micro Focus☝
Financial Times headline - 15th Aug. 97.

We could spend the next four pages retelling the Micro
Focus saga. Then half our readers would complain of
too much history. Orwe could assume you all know it...and
the other half would complain of too little background! Let☂s
just say that Micro Focus was our first ☜IT wonder stocK☁
back in the early 19905 as their COBOL development tools
catapulted the share price to over £30. Their inability to
adjust to the new ☜open systems" world ordercaused an
equally steep fall to a low of under £6.
But then along came the Y2000 with all its attendant
problems relating to legacy COBOL systems. On top of
that Micro Focus finally came to realise that its real asset
was its services capability feeding off its products (rather
than the other way around). If this theme is becoming
boring...well, you would be surprisedathowmany others
still have not got the message.
That☂s why the FT headline above rather neatly sums up
the Micro Focus☂ interim results for 0297 to 315! Jul. 97.
Worries about the Y2000 problem has helped them go
back into profit. For the six month period to July, revenue
rose 21% to £41 .3m and the previous loss of £9.5m has
been turned into a PBT of £5.1m. Product revenue rose
£5m to £24.1m with services revenue up14% to £17.2m.
It☂s good to see product sales recovering after reducing In
FY97. R&D costs have reduced from £13.2m to £9.4m
and operating costs in total have been cut by over 26m.
Although Micro Focus have always capitalised R&D costs,
amortisation has again exceeded capitalisation as
intangibles have now reduced by over £1 m to £13.5m.
These were excellent results. But according to Senior VP
and Chief Financial Officer Tony Muller, only some 15%
at present relates to millennium business. He is predicting
a rise to 20% by the year end and one third in 1998. The
Euro will also provide new business with the planned
launch of Micro Focus☂ first software solution in 98.
The market really loved it and the shares rose yet again -
by over £2.20 on the announcement, ending August on
£20.48p. Although this is a threefold increase on the price
just a year ago, it's still lower than the 230+ high.

Last month CEO Marcelo Gumucio unexpectedly resigned
and was replaced by Martin Waters from Platinum
☜reflecting the intention of the group to shift its emphasis
from products to supplying services☝. What joy to our ears!

"We are pleased with the progress the company has
made☝said Waters. ☁7he significantgrowth in new licence
revenue...demonstrates that our strategy of providing

complete solutions is being well received".

CFS Group- good interim results
CFS'.(s'pecialfsed software and admin. support) intertms
"showithatfor the six months ending 30th Jun. 97 revenue
more than doubled to £3.7m, PBT went up from a low
£26K to a more respectable £252K, With EPS up 56%.
☜We have enjoyeda'strong first haltIn 1997 and indications
are that this Will continue for the rest of the yearaccording
to Chairman Alfred Stein. He went on to say that they
have further depreciated the value of the capitalised
.s☂oftwarejby.£222t(. Great... but how much has been
added? intangibles have only reduced by £19K in the
period! Brokers estimate PBT of £780K for the full year.
Thesha☂fe' price performance since otation in Feb. 94 at
90pm: hardly been startling after overthree years trading.
The shares ended August on just 98p.....

September 1997
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, 5. being obtained MlFM represents he-
re'ntain g'g46% ofjrevenues. 3' ' ' ' ' '
She ood havebeenfollcwingthe
,seNices☂ odelforyears. indeed
ovet80°la of revenues. g 3 I; .- .-, ☁._
.FD SteveBellarnv says that the future is».☁more:ofith6;
same"'with3an increased ☁e'rnpriasi'son' the'bighly §
successful 'AM/FM areas. It's not all plain sailing
'thou'gh...wifh staff turnover running at 030%,resources☁
areiolearly becoming an issue -:-as they are tor many
others in ourindustry. . ☝ _☂ ☂ v

Butwe agree with CEO George Matthews ☜The group
has continued to make steady progress...:. : We wilt
continueto sopply the global insurance industry with rst
class technicalsolutions andremain optimistic otreporting ☁
further progress at the year end and beyond☝. Investors
will be eqdally happy with a 70% increase in Sherwood☂s
ehare price in the last year. - ' » ☁ j

Science Systems for AIM float
Science Systems is one of those archetypal SCSI
companies offering a range of development and
application management services to blue chip corporates
both here in the UK, and in several European locations,

including the Czech Republic. 35% of revenue comes from
outside the UK.
Results to 31st Dec. 96 showed a modest 17% increase

in revenue to £14.6m andoperating profits of c£1.5m.
However, a change in accounting policies meant that PBT
reduced from £1 .4m to £1 .2m.
Chairman and MD Mike Love holds 019% of the equity

with other management and staff holding a further 43%.
They will be buying rather than selling in the placing.
Private investors will be selling c15% with 21m of new

cash being raised.
TheAlM listing in mid-001., handled by Bristol based Rowe
& Dartington, is expected to value the group at £20♥£25m.
We anticipate a good reception.

@rotits not to be at On-Demand
I On Demand "the ultimate froth stock☂was a new issue in
Nov. 93'and has never made a profit. in May 96☁they had
.3 rights issue at 180p. On the 29th Aug. 97, ODI not only
announced that they wouldn☂t even make a profit in 1998*
but that Regent Associates had been appointed to find
tower. OP! shares are currently too. Oh dear!

System House ♥
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Eidos has a busy month
UK NASDAQer Eidos (computer games) has appointed

KPMG as auditors following the resignation of Coopers &

Lybrand ☜after failing to implement fully the corporate

governance code of the Cadbury Committee". The market

did not like the news and the shares suffered an immediate

12% fall.
lt liked the news of talk that City regulators were probing

dealings in the company☁s stock even less with a further

fall of over £1. Never mind "Tomb Flaidef☂ how about

"Rogue Trader"? CEO Charles Cornwall was "nonp/ussed.

The company is unaware ofanyinvestigation☝. The share

price recovered slightly to end August on 468p - still a

drop of 30% in the month.

Eidos also announced its results for the three months to

30th Jun. 97. On revenue up slightly at £9.4m, the loss

before tax went upfrom £2.3m to £4.9m; partly due, it

must besaid, to the strength of sterling. 60% of total

revenues are in other currencies but 75% of costs are in

sterling. According to Chairman Ian Livingstone "The first

three months represent the quietest timefor the group...

in line with expectations losses more than doubled...
however I am pleased that we did achieve an increase in
turnover without the sale ofanypremium games☝. Analysts

are now forecasting a PBT of c£18m for FY98, helped by
the continued success of Tomb Raider.
Evidently six new games have been launched, with one,

Blood, a disappointment. But they have a strong

forthcoming games schedule and, of course, Christmas
is coming (Eidos actually reported a profit in 0396!). During
the quarter, apart from the Opticom investment (see June
issue), Eidos has also acquired 25% of Sports Interactive
for £473K in shares and 25% in US Black Dragon
Productions for $500K, part cash. part shares.

(Difficult times for Microvitec
Microvitec☁s results for the six months to 30th Jun. were

as expected after the warning in May that "heavy/asses
incurred in the latter months of 1996☁ will continue
throughout the first half of 1997☝. Revenue was down 38%
at £20.9m and the previous profit of £1.6m was turned
into a loss of £424K. And this loss was afterthe exceptional
profit of £2.9m from the sale of CSM and MSI.

Bailey said ☂7'his has been a very difficult period for the
group. However corrective action has been taken in the

Display Division which has been primarily responsible for
the poor first half performance..... The Board remains

confident that an improvement in overall group operating
performance should be achieved". However, a loss is still
expected in H2.

The Display Division "produced its worst performance for
seven years☝. Sales of £1 4.4m were 47% down with export

sales down a total of 75% blamed mainly on the strength

of sterling. The Networking Division produced sales of

£7.1m (down from £8.5m) and profit down from £343K to

£1 1 OK. Restructuring has now taken place. The
companies in the remaining Software Division have been

merged. This division had revenues slightly down at £1m

but at least made a small profit of £4K this time.

At the risk of becoming boring, we feel it☂s a great pity that

Microvitec did not take its own advice some three years

ago and ☜reposition and refocus in the areas of software
and networking☝ rather than deciding to concentrate on
monitor manufacturing. The shares ended August on 15p,
down 19% in the month.

  _System House
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at new name,.a☁ new gran for M013? ~ . v \
McDonnell Information syS'tems'are now ofticially'MDlS"

. ' With the name chang ,ey☁ have reported the '   
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Will the market or a predator recognlse th
\the beleaguered shareholders might-receive restitution! 5

aKALAMAZOO
COMPUTER GROUP

Is this the end of the "annus horribi/is☝ for Kalamazoo}!
What with profits warnings, 22.1 m out-of♥court settlements,

"falsifying managementaccounts", the FF raising ☜questions
of confidence in Kalamazoa☂s management", abortive

takeover talks with Lynx (amongst others) and the
resignation of CEO Paul Heaven, it has been a year to
forget. This month their US rival in the motor trade systems
business - Reynolds & Reynolds - has spent £17.7m on
a badly needed cash injection and a further £3.8m on
increasing their stake to 26.5% in Kalamazoo. This money
is needed to ensure Kalamazoo did not exceed its banking

facilities but will have to be approved first by shareholders.
Kalamazoo has also warned of ☜substantial☝ losses in H1
but would return to the black by the second half.

September 1997
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Mike Brooke has resigned as Chairman of Azlan - Barn'e Morgans
has added this to his CEO role. City analysts now expect £15m losses
as a result of the recent troubles. The shares remain suspended.
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acqurst ion In a year With
the purchase of US Network Defenders Inc. Delphi has
paid $580K. plus up to a further $330K over two years
with a "max. earnout of$3.5m to 31 Dec. 2000". Delphi's
AC Interskill training arm has also acquired
Professional Software Training of Liverpool.

Network Technology is to raise £53m in a new issue
and transfer from AIM to the main market.
AEA Technology, the spin off from the Atomic

Engineering Authority, has acquired Canadian process
simulation software house Hyprotech for £34m. This
follows their purchase of Canadian Advanced Scientific

Computing for £6.7m back in February.

Compel Group has acquired specialist PC rental

company Computer Microrentals for £1.57m. CMR

made a PET of £470K on revenue of £1 .87m in the year

to Mar. 97.

RM has made a £10m investment in a strategic alliance

with Computer Curriculum Corp. and Invest Learning

Corp.; both subsidiaries of US Simon & Schuster - the

world☂s largest educational publisher.
Capita is strengthening its position in the payroll market
with the acquisition of IBM UK's Datapay Payroll
Business for £9.3m. The purchase is being funded by
the placing of 3.46m shares at 269p. Datapay made

£775K on income of nearly 27m in 1996. Also, three
consortia, including Capita and Sema, have been
appointed by the Benefits Agency to enter into a
partnership to gain an understanding into the workings
of the agency and to advise on improving sen/ices.
Delcam (CADCAM software products) is investing £113K
in a new unit in France.
Staffware has acquired the outstanding share capital of
Danish Staffware AS in exchange for 16,500 ordinary
Staffware shares (value c£450K).
Rage Software has sold part of its Autonomy stake for
£2m reducing its stake in Autonomy to under 3%.

As reported in our June edition (but of course deniedby
the company), Granada Group is now poised to sell
Granada Computer Services in an VC backed M80.
The price expected is c£80m (as much as that? we ask)
after the parent wrote off £167m "goodwill" In its latest

accounts.

Rolfe & Nolan has raised £1.9m in a placing at 305p.
After Canadian Gandalf Technologies filed for
protection from its creditors it has put its UK and largest
subsidiary Gandalf Digital Communications up for sale.
ECsoft (see also P2) has acquired Internet specialists

  

  
' billion but-the SCSI sectorincreaseddo☁

  
Simple Communications N8 of Denmark for $750K.

New SCSI Floats
As well as Science Systems (see p3), at least two other
SCSI companies are planning AIM listings in the next few
weeks.

IS Solutions provides development services, FM and a
"fast growing☝ Internet operation. Profits of £247K were
made in the six months to 30th Jun. 97 - more than in the
whole of 1996. IS expects to be valued at 26m. Williams
de Broe are the brokers.

Silvertech International deVelops control software for
safety systems on offshore platforms. John East &
Partners are advisers.
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Valuedjatsze: billion.
Phonelink ends JV
Phonelink has ended its JV, The Electronic Market, with

Scottish Widows set up to develop and market theirTel-
Me electronic trading platform. SW will continue as a
customer. Chairman Sir Gordon Brunton said their share
of the costs since Nov. 96 would be cE200K, of which

£116K had already been taken into account in the year to
Mar. 97. "The company has restructured its management
and reduced the cost base☝.
Readers should be well aware of our views about
Phonelink and this announcement merely strengthens our
doubts. The market did not like it either and the shares
have fallen another15% in the month to end on 34p, a far

cry from their peak of 440p and well below the initial launch

price of 155p in 1993.

Sorry Largotim
We missed the acquisition of Largotim Holdings by US
NASDAQ quoted BDM International for $39m back in
May. Apologies to Largotim☂s CEO Dave Redwood and
Regent ASSOciates who acted for them. Evidently ☜Big
Dave" is ecstatic with the sale and he will now serve as
President BDM Largotim, an operating unit ofBDM's ISC
Solutions group.

Training booming
According to a report from Key Note, the UK☂s IT training
markets grew 60% in 1996 from £311m to £442m. We
ourselves have calculated a much lower 19% rise to
£340m in 1996 with a similar AAGR of 19% to reach a
market size of £700m in 2000.

However, Key Note have estimated that between 3% and
5% of the UK☂s working population, some 600,000 people
in all, received IT training. This training came in three
types; formal courses, organised business courses and
DIY training using videos, CD-ROMs or multimedia. Quite
frankly we cannot agree ordisagree with these estimates,
certainly as far as the DIY part is concerned. Our figures
are based mainly on the first two types and our many
contacts with the main companies in this field.

There is no doubt, however, that on-line training is

increasing rapidly. Both Peritas and Barefoot have
evidently set up on-line divisions which use the Internet.

Finance Sector outsourcing
The finance sector is the fastest growing sector of the IT
outsourcing market according to a new report from
outsourcer lTnet. This market is now worth c£250m p.a.,
up 40%, and still has huge potential (e.g. no Building
Societies have as yet adopted outsourcing to any extent).
There were 22 new contracts of which 14 were in the
leading insurance sector. Full details of the report can be
obtained from lTnet☁s Claire Forrest on 0121 459 1155.     
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. . . , . , , Ked 'M80 to wagers
DunCanMclntyre; whovno'w hold 50% of'the
equity; the M80 valued Morse at £46m; We
haveteatured Morse before. but last month Nick
Read wrote saying "I am certainviihatvMorse"
could demonstrate a sales and profit record☁to'
qualify us'for a system-Howe Boring jAwar 1".
Any gtance at the chart proves thejpointl I ":
ln'the year to 30th Jun. 97 Morse☁inCrea'sed
revenues by 55% to £135.4m and PET rossby☁
57%: to £14.3m. That☂s pretty impreS'sive by.
a☁nyone☂s standards. But for a "reselief'thevPliT"
margin of 10.6% was..,probahiy unique; As a.
one off, yousayi n We'llI no...Morse hasma ej '
a PET margin bordering on 10%lirieiiery☂one'
of the- last 5 years. Just compare this; With '
Computacenter, Compel. Skills'gr'oup etal.,SoU
perhaps Morse engage in the higher margin
value☁ added services that we have. long 1 > A: '_ . V3. 3;,
champimed? Logica, Sema etc, we are sure,would☁be'ldelighted to ad
admit that their IT consultancy revenues are currently no morejth'an'
Answering the question ☜Why does Morse Consistentlymake these big
ans'wers, like management, quality of starters, trip ottFie'ad☂s tongue _
not seem to have made thevcostly investmentfrnistakes that have beset
Germany - which will contribute revenues or £10m this year {seem
Readers wilt know our scepticism when asked tovi'sit'private companies;
Given that Morse is cash generative 3- they have reduced theg zomi-N
there does not seem to be any DreSSitheed. ☁. ☁ " 3 v -i
We undertake many such visits and are not easily tooledMorse giveseyery ndicaiion tbeing'a'we run pera
in a kind of quiet. understated manner. Unlike so manyothers, they did n rytohidethélr real hos asbei th
of a ☜reseller☝. It☂s just that Morse Seems to be better at it, makesies ' ~. akes .
Giving the shareholders an ☜exit☝ in some manneris inevitableiin theznext few yea.
lump them in with all the other resellers and value them accordingly; andthatvwouldbeidun efrv, iueth'e

A new name (and big profits) for ilion group .
Persona Group (distributor of networking, comms and UNIX products) has drawn together all its companies, including -

new acquisitions, and has renamed itself illon group in an attempt to boost name recognition. (Note - Be careful to use
lower case throughout - after all a Lion logo features in rival Azlan☁s image! )

The name may have changed but thelatest results for the six months to 30th Jun. 97 are as good as we had come to
expect under the old name. Revenue rose 36% to £88.4m (60% in the UK and 40% in Europe), PBT increased by a
higher 49% to £4m with basic EPS up 41%. These results would have been even better but tor the strength of
sterling. Indeed in constant currency terms, French revenue rose 48% (against the UK☂s 38%) with the rest of Europe

up 111%. Truly excellent figures. Chairman Wayne Channon said "The first six months of 1997 have seenstrong
growth across the group, underpinned by investment in strategic new vendors and a key acquisition in Germany☝.

Progress has been greatly helped by the company☂s strategy of dealing only with networking☂s big names such as
lBM and Cabletron. ilion now claim to represent the top five networking companies as European Distributor. But
dealing with these big names does have its problems. Stock has had to increase and now stands at nearly £22m
(£13m same time last year) and cash has reduced by £3m to £2.7m at the half year end. We understand that possibly
even this cash has now disappeared and ilion is now ☜in the red". But the company hopes to be able to maintain
operating profit margins in the 4.5/5% range and, at the same time, squeeze competition by putting pressure on the

smaller distributors, The ilion model is one we admire - stick to the business you know best, expand geographically
but nevertake your eye off the bottom line. But margins are currently reducing from the heady 7.6% achieved in 1993.

Further selected acquisitions within Europe cannot be ruled out.
ilion shares ended August on360p - down 5% in the month but still up 16% so far this year.

Oracle UK ' It looks as though Oracle UK, under the stewardship of Philip Crawtord, had an sideil'erityear to atst
May 97. We ☜estimate☝ (readers will know how this works!) that UK revenues increased by nearly i'about'ihe, .
same as Oracle Corp.) to around £320m but that PBT more than doubled to otter £30m; Staff number☁s increased by v
700 to 2,800 We will bring you a more detailed review next month, ☂ . ' r ' r '
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Some recovery in the SCSI Index
After the steady decline in the SCSI Index since Feb. 97. there was

something of a revival this month with a 4% increase against a 1.7% fall

in the FTSEtOO. Revival is certainly a word which could be used to

describe SlR☁s 120% rise to 11p. Readers should remember that SiR
Flom151ft AD! 85

was floated at 115p as recently as Mar 96! Sherwood☂s 35% and Micro Fm mJ-nso

Focus's 25% rises both followed excellent results (both p3).

At the other end of the scale, Intelligent Environments (down 46% - From mum

p2), Eldos (down 30% - p4) and Mlcrovitec (down 19% ~ p4) were all Fm☁w'm

From 15! Jan 91
From 1i Jan 92
From 151 Jan 93

From 1§Jan96

due to pro t warnings - that makes over 20 such wanings so far in 1987. Fm☁s☁w☁m

   
   
      

      

    

   
   

  

 

    
  
  
    

  
    

      

  

  

    

  

   

   

    

 

   

   

     

Admlral
AFA Systems
AIT
Anlte
Azlan
cadcentre
Ceplta
Cedardata
CFS
Chemical Design

Clinical Computing

W6
Coda
Compel
Comlno
CRT Group
DOS Group
Delphi Group
Diagonal
Division GrouD
DRS Data at Research
Druid
EDP
Eldos
Fl Group
Fiomerics
Gresham Computlng
Harvey Nash
nghams Systems
Illon (was Persona)
lNSTEM
intelligent Environments
JBA Holdings
Kalamazoo
Kewlil
Loglca
London Bridge
Lorlen
Lynx Holdings
M-R Group
Macro 4
MAID
MDIS
Micro Focus
Miorogen
Mlcrovltec
Mlsys
MMT Computing
Mondes
Moorapay
MSB intamatlonal
OmnlMedla
On Demand
Oxlord Molecular
Perth!
Pegasus
Phonailnk
Proteus
Quality Soltware
Radius
Rage
Real Time Control
Rebus
Recognition Systems
Riva
W
Bella 5. Nolan
Hamlet:
Royalblue
Sago Group
Sanderson Electronics
535 Group
Some Group
Sherwood
Sklilaaroup

Spargo Consulting
Slattwara -
Superscape
Systems Integrated
Total
Trace
Triad
Vega Group
Xavlar
Zer o
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16397.09 12.92%
995.83 1.70%

1056.67 8.19%
230.99 19.70%

2413.04 0.00%
1325.00 8.16%

24009.01 7.24%
861.90 30.22%

1033.33 4.25%
1545.45 3.03%
262.10 -5.30%

4991.38 3.58%

653.19 >3.76%
1628.00 0.49%
1157.69 3.08%
2772.22 9.67%
4441.67 7.68%
2952.67 4.35%
1332.73 10.23%
1162.50 -8.82%
268.18 0.00%

1609.09 20.08%
1684.02 ~14.73%
4675.00 -29.70%

2417.02 5.57%
384.62 4.55%
370.97 16.95%

1231.43 16.49%

1736.11 0.00%
2248.05 ~5.02%

1650.00 -2.94%

393.94 -46.43%
5296.83 0.39%
2235.71 10.34%
2341.90 -8.14%
2157.53 14.13%

1667.50 0.00%
3075.00 -6.11%
2262.50 13.54%
402.76 7.41%

1310.48 -2.26%
1831.82 10.40%
144.23 19.05%

9891.30 25.23%

476.50 4.29%
359.76 49.18%

3973.58 9.04%
2B33.33 5.78%
1020.00 1.32%
4640.90 0.00%
2434.21 14.91%

33.33 46.67%
123.21 43.04%

3637.50
28555.45

779.29

216.13
505.95
546.05
322.46
163.45

5540.82

784.09
492.86

202.55
4757.14

3779.75
1528.00
1220.59

27403.35
1370.21
1125.00

1402.52
3125.00
850.22

1236.34
1 138.89
338.35
95.55

1179.25
428.00

1655.56
1651.64
900.00

2871 .79

Month (30/7/97 - 28/9/97)
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share price at Ina largest company has the same sheet as a almliar change tor the smallaal company.
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Misys
Depending on your definitions, Misys is the largest UK-owned SCSI company. With a market capitalisation of £1.38
billion - only the Anglo-French Sema Group is a bigger London-listed SCSI company. In profit terms, Misys☝ PBT of
£62.5m beats Sema☁s £50m. If you regard Misys as a software products company -"Misys sees its business activityas
developing and managing applications software products☝ - then there is no argument. By that definition Misys is the
largest UK-owned software products company by far.
So, regardless oftheir continued "reluctance☝to invite us to their briefings, on behalf of our subscribers we think it only
right to give them the coverage their size (rather than their
attitude) deserves. Misys sum Price compared with FI'SEIOO and
Misys - excellent results SCSI Index
We briefly previewed Misys☂ excellent results last month as
they arrived just as we were going to press. Let us summarise
them again. Revenue increased 16% to £525.5m, PBT went mm
up 24% to £62.5m (a very tasty 11.9% PBT margin) with
EPS up 23%. Misys employs 3,962 staff. The order book
increased by 20%. These results were even better than mamas
expected and the share price immediately increased. The
reviews of the results were universally favourable with many
commenting on the low valuation of Misys compared with a,☜
its peers. This has led to a major re-rating of Misys shares -
a re-rating which started a year ago and continued this month. "5☝"
Indeed Misys shares ended August on £15.98p, an increase MM -;_- .
of 9% in the month and more than doubled in the last year. In" luo m. m: um ma ms m5 m1
As can be seen in the graph. the Misys share price had _.,._s,,_,, ,m. . ☜E m _.._m. .......
lagged behind both the FI'SE1OO and our SCSI Index since
1989. Indeed, the Misys share price hadn☂t even kept pace with their EPS rise. The last year has changed all that. But,
regardless of the recent rise, Misys is still on a modest historic P/E of 30.

Misys - the international company
Misys is clearly the largest UK-owned
application software provider and in the world
Top Ten. Misys now trades in 90 countries and
over half its sales and profits arise outside the ☁" I"
UK - 21% from Europe, 11% from ☜theAmer/cas" in☝

and 13% from
Asia Pacific.
This, of course,
has meant an M".

" exchange risk 9"" K-v'☜
exposure on 1
some 35% of ☁Inr using am I-y 10.1 ☜"3☝

group profits.
But canny

"' Chairman Kevin u..."
Lomax spent thm n-im ☜""☁

8 I'll 10l1 III] I"! Illa III! 1'02 I☜: ["4 1.95 10☜ 1'07

£2.2m profit saving. This is the first such positive
hedging we have reported. But they have decided not to do it again due to the increasingly international nature of the

group. Interestingly the unadjusted impact on 98 profits,
Misys BUSiness Mix working on the assumption that sterling would move the

"" """' " " "' """ "m ☜m☝ "' same as in FY97, would be in the order of £3.5m. It just
' shows what astute management can do to avoid joining

the ever growing band of companies issuing pro t wamingsl
Misys - the company
Misys☁ product mix over the years is shown in the chart.
Banking is now clearly the star with revenue up 29% at
£180m and profits up 43% to £48m - i.e. about 70% of the
total profits. The latest acquisitions "Credo, Frustrum &
Summit performed above expectations". Lomax is now
moving Misys into banking/financial services outsourcing.
We never thought we would see the day!
But that☂s the good news. Elsewhere the picture was
decidedly lacklustre. We should remind readers that up until

,mm;☁;':_y "" "☝ "" "" "" "" a couple of years back, the following areas were Misys.
Insurance revenues were only up 3% at £41m with profit
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Misys - continued

slightly down at £12m. "Strong growth from transaction

processing (now55% of divisional profits) more than offset
the effects of weak market conditions in the general
insurance sector☝.
Information Systems revenue were up 4% to £104m but
profit reduced 12% to £8.5m. To be fair, the main reason
for the profits reduction was the prudent provision for the
☁bnexpected☝termination of the CHA contract in Australia
and it☂s associated legal action.
The outlook for FY98 is good with the closing order book
up 20%. Lomax is confident that, as Misys is a products
company rather than a services company. they will be
less vulnerable to rising wage costs and skill shortages.
The banking division will obviously benefit from Y2000
and the Euro.
Although Misys regards itself as a products company but
"initial licence fees" represented just 85% of total revenues.
A further 39% comes from "recurring licence revenues"
and 26% from professional services. "80% of revenues

go to existing customers, and 40% of all sales are
recurring". Again, a rather healthy business mix.

Misys on the Internet
Misys numbers over 40% of the UK☂s insurance brokers
amongst its customers. But Misys now plans to go into
competition with some of its customers and sell policies
over the Internet under the brand name Screen Trade.
Misys - the outlook
☜While any persistent strength of Sterling will affect
overseas profits...the board is confident of another year
of good progress☝. Analysts are now predicting a PET of
£72m in FY98 with £84m in FY99.

Misys - the attitude
"The important thing is to have a regular dialogue with
one 's peer group and understand the small talk and know
what is going on". Source - AFX News Service 30th July 97.
Amazing...Misys is not a member of the CSSA (almost
everyone else is) and of all the many industry events we
attend. we have not bumped into Lomax at any of them.
Of course, the Lomax/Holway relationship has taken on a
life of its own. Goodness knows, we have tried to break
the log jam. All we get to all our requests. invites, etc. is a
stone wall.
We care. Misys is so important to our industry. But the
real insult to us (and we do have to say, we have heard
this from many others in our industry) is that Lomax doesn't
seem to give a damn. Heal/y sad.

Misys - the open company
Last year we gave full marks to Misys for being one of
the first SCSI companies to fully declare individual
director☁s emoluments. The R&A again provides full details
and shows that Lomax' salary + bonus increased by a
modest 9% to £435K. Mind you, if you add pension
contributions and dividends it comes to £773K. Given that
Lomax runs the UK☂s largest products company making
£63m profit, which is currently doing well, this also looks
modest. Compared with remuneration at similar US
companies, he☂s positively cheap!

Misys - the future
Misys is currently going through a long overdue re-rating.
Even the current price probably means a 20♥30% lower
valuation than other ☜similar☝ SCSI companies. Could the
attitude be, at least in part, to blame?
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'managers like SwinsteadrPaul DaviesthpniMoss and
'K'eith,;lennings,'l=arity has a verystrong team.We were
very pleased this month to get a long letterfrom swiustead 1
concerning the ☜topical excuses that are clutched atgby
sink 5'; i'Chairman☝ .(Swinsteadfs☁ word's, inot' burst): as.
analysed in ourAthtJSt Page 1"Ieadjstory1conceming the
current ☂tash fof profit warnings. 'Swinstead, admitting to
some past mistakes of his own, says ☁7t is airways-the
qualityo'f management that sorts the men from the boys
the fast moving sector... The better-managed companies
should attract'the needed quality staffand, 'when price
rises come through next year, should airpand rapidly with
good margins.☁ . : » v
The hair! couple .of years might be quite exerting for
investors seeking to differentiate between the good, the
'badand the ugly!☝ , g .
Parity shareholders have certainly had an Exciting time.
This month alane the shares have risen 12% and since
Swins'tead☁s *arrivat have risen over 28.fold_. Of course,
m'anyvot our readers prefertc be called Boring. Perhaps
even Parity might get an award in a few years time it they
keep up this kind of performance.

  

    

  
Mondas - ☜sound progress since flotation ☝
Mondas founder and Chairman, Tim Simon, said "We have
made sound progress since the flotation putting in place

all the elements to capitalise on Fladica☂s enormous
potential". Radica ☜enables rapid development ofbusiness
applications with the minimum of technical work".
For the 8.5 months to 30th Apr. 97, revenues were only
£56K, but losses were £421 K - joining the club of companies
where losses greatly exceed revenue. The ☜sound
progress"refers to the first sales made after the year end.
Mondas initially had an excellent reception on AIM when it
was launched in Oct. 96 at 75p. The shares ended August
on 77p, up slightly in the month, but a premium of only 3%
to the launch price. One for the very, very brave!   September 1997 11
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People who ☜unexpectedly resign "
Perot Systems President & CEO James Cannavino

suddenly resigned at the end of July. Cannavino has only
been with Perot two years and CEO for just one of these
and has been described as a visionary. But ☜Perothas bitten

off as much vision as it can chew... the company has to
start executing" according to an undisclosed source.
Torn Butler has unexpected/y resigned from Origin where
he was CEO. Only eight months ago, fellow ex-EDSer,
Geoff Carrel also sudden/y resigned the CEO role. Given
the expectations of a float, the problems must be significant.
Jon Moynihan, who earned £941 K as Chairman and CEO
of PA Consulting, has resigned suddenly. Privately-owned
PA had revenue of £192m in 1996 and a strong £40m net
cash. His departure was said to be unconnected with the

Inland Revenue inquiry which saw PA forced to pay £11m

for tax related to consultant expense claims.

heprack and launches biggest SCSI bidto'date☁ V - . .
You. mu 'alwayse'xpectihe unexpected from MAID and itS☂CEO Dan'Wagner. with an ' '
MAtpfs marks Capitalis'atio'n of £193m is itself ☜unexpected☂. But the news this month th

ring; income from newprod'ucts and alliances are expected-to en
, V V "(IBMJTh'oIrm Nokia,☁90 '

400% '- further helped by. an☁agreement with Foiitsu-zto>seil' MAID☁sHProfoundpro
It seems trivial comparedf'with'the Km bid; but MAID also announced the 5.0th

☁ ' ☝ ' er☁ln informationretrieval-technology"- for£556mtbart in cash and _. 3
lDfs bUSine'ss asan☁ oft♥line supplierot businessintelligence.~Mus at he

  

V :1 Fit analystsiwer'e forecasting tuliyear'SY prottts'ot'some 29m 4a p
Know;startingto looquuitei modest! The shares ended☁Au'gLis☁ton 207mg. rise iof. :10? _

Computer Div. (see p4)
But perhaps the resignation of Jon Richards as CEO of
Anite in March can be explained. The reopened Stock
Exchange investigation "related to a period prior to the
present management joining the business. The matter is
now closed☝. 80 that's alright..... ?
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